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We never want to take risks in life but this man who am I speaking about has taken risks 

throughout the life and you cannot see the person like him who took the risks ,because he has the 

capability of changing the whole world and he is changing the world. 

Elon musk ,a man who making impossible mission of running electric cars are making possible, 

and he was striving to send the man to mars through his space agency,and sending the rockets to 

space in a very low cost 
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Elon musk, born on 1971 in south africa when he was at 10 years old his parents took the 

divorce and the lived with his father. From childhood he was very interested in science and 

computer and at the age 0f 12 we the people were thinking how the computer works, but he 

himself learned that how to make program in computer from that coding he created the gaming 

software called 'Blaster' and sold it for 500 dollars.  

At 17 years,he went to canada for his college studies where he completed his studies in 

queen's college and he got the engineering and business degree from university of pennsylvania, 

he completed all his studies by cleaning boilers to afford money.To do his phd he was selected 

the standford college but at the second day he joined the college he left the university to go 

through his idea. 

Life changed in 2 months 

So with his brother help he rented small room and here he started coding the program day and 

night.for nearly 2 months he had restless nights and he build a program called zip2 and it was 

sold for 300mn dollars and build a software x.com which later known as paypal. 

Taking the big risk, 

In 2002, he was reading the science journals there he saw about the rockets that they 

requre large amount of money to make a launch of one.So then he took the big risk to send 

rockets to space by very low cost it was an big risk because he was going opposite to the many 

big agencies like NASA , And then he started the company "SPACEX "by investing 100mn 

dollars from which he was received the shares from paypal .At the same time his interest was 

shifted to build a clean energy vehicles like electric energy cars so he investing some huge 

amount in the company "Tesla". And in 2006 he started the solar city company. 

In 2006 the fallen has begun ,his company SPACEX has launched the first rocket to 

space but in just 33 sec the rocket has blasted in air and the agency had lost many crores ,again 

in 2007 the agency had launched another rocket and this time the rocket had gone into space and 

suddenly it shutdowned and again big loss ,again in 2008 spacex has launched another rocket, 

this time.....again the rocket had failed and Elon musk had lost everything he had.. 

Patience means a lot,, 

By the continuous failures he never lost hope so in next year the Agency again launched the 

rocket....this time they are successful the joy had come true and the big success for the genius.At 

the same time NASA had given the first project worth of 1.8billion for the first time to a private 

company and that was SPACEX by this, the company had started to grow. Another side the 

tesla electic car company which he had invested had gone through losses and this time Elon 
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build the car which is capable of giving a mileage 1078km at one time of charging and the car 

had broken all the records of all the time. 

 

HYPERLOOP, 

In 2012 Elonmusk has introduced a new variety of transporting system called 

Hyperloop(low pressure tubes at speeds reaching 700mph)and this was now at the final 

stage,if this will happen we can travel more faster than a aeroplane and he was also having an 

idea of rocket transporting system from one city to another in any where in the world. 

We can send one rocket easily to space but at the same time it is not possible of 

landing the rocket safely but Elon had his SPACEX has gone through a milestone by landing a 

same rocket which was sent to space. That's why he got a name REAL LIFE IRON MAN. 

And the worlds no 1 newspaper magazine TIMES had announced him the most influential 

person in the world under 100 

FROM A $1 TO THE $20BN property, from a small room to a large kingdom,from a failures 

to a very successful businessman his life will teach many lessons to us .1 or 2 for the sake of 

world, mankind, environment he had build many companies like solarcity ,tesla ,hyperloop ,the 

boring company, SPACEX ,neuralink .That's why I want to call him as outstanding genius. 
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